Permanent Ice tracks

Permanent ice track construction consists of frost protection
pipes, cooling pipes and distribution and collection mains
together with applicable joint parts. We prefer polyethylene
pipes and use muffle or pressure welding when bulding ice
tracks.
Permanent ice tracks are suitable for ice hockey halls and
other indoor or outdoor ice areas. Typical ice pad construction
can be following kind of: at the bottom there is foundation soil
and above it gravel fill. Frost protection pipes are embedded in
gravel /sand fill and insulation layer is above them. Cooling
pipes are mounted in a concrete slab. Cooling pipes are
binded together with concrete reinforcement of with special
plastic rails. The most common surface material is concrete
but also other materials can be used.
The rink pipes are laid in U-shape and connected to the
distribution and collection mains. Distribution and collection
mains are situated along the short or long side outside of the
ice area. Distribution and collection mains are in connection
with refrigeration unit. In ice hockey halls distribution and
collection mains are normally located in special canal lower
than floor level and covered by protective metal or wood
shields.
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Prorink - drain systems
Our melting drain systems are specially designed for ice hockey halls. Ice hockey hall benefits of proper drain system in
many ways:
- drain system acts as a mould during the concrete casting and helps to achieve exact level measurements
- other floor drains can be connected to the system
- it collects melting water from the ice area
- it works as a buffer for thermal expansion / contraction of concrete slab
Our drain systems are available in two options: RINK drain melting for training hockey halls and PRO drain melting
system for competition hockey halls.
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